Abstract-In this article, we provide invariance conditions for control systems whose dynamics are given by measure driven differential inclusions. The solution concept plays a critical role in the extension of the conventional conditions for the impulsive control context. A couple of examples illustrating the specific features of impulsive control systems are included.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this article, we provide a definition of invariance and derive invariance conditions for impulsive control problems where the dynamics are specified by measure driven. These can be regarded as an extension of the corresponding results for conventional control systems presented in 1121 to the impulsive control context.
We consider impulsive control systems of the form The addressed class of problems arise in a wide variety of application areas such as finance, impact vibro-mechanics, management of renewable resources, and aerospace navigation, (consider [Ill, [5] , [IQ [lo] , [21] , to name just a few references), for which the solution should be found within the set of control processes with trajectories of bounded variation. Naturally, this fuelled the relatively recent rapid development of a, by now, considerable body of theory for this class of systems (see, for example, [I] , [ 
d z ( t ) E F(t,x(t))dt + G(t,z(t))p(dt), tE[O,

SOLUTION CONCEPT
We adapt the concept of solution in [25] to encompass the unbounded interval [0, CO). See also [24] . This concept has some important robustness properties. For this we need to describe a change of variables technique. Now, let, for i = 1,. . .,Q. A f i ( t ) ' associated to the set-valued measure p is the set of the pairs is the "inverse" of n : IO. M\ -"(10. w)) in the sense that
We shall need the following change of variables lemma. 
G ( t , z ( t -) : p ( { t ) ) ) : [O,")
x %% x x -P(R") that takes, as values, the set of all E(q(t)) where ( c ( . ) ,~~( . ) ) satisfies :
5(o(t-)) = 4 t -h P ( { t ) ) = -YP(V(t)) -h(q(t-))(2)
for some function G E G continuous in t and Lipschitz in w. The trajectories of ( I ) have, as values, curves in W" for each time instant t, denoted by zt(.). i.e.,
Yb) E F ( @ ( s ) , y(s)P(s) + G(@(s), Y ( S ) ) i . P ( S )
for which z ( t ) = y(q(t)) for all t E (0,co).
Conversely, In the sequel, we will denote functions and variables of the extended reparameterized system by-, i.e., we have % E p(z)
where j . = col(zo, z) and
In this context 9 = [o, 03) x S.
111. INVARIANCE RESULTS Invariance is a property that pertains to a pair formed by a set in the state space that we denote by S c R" and assume to be a closed set, and an impulsive dynamic control systems specified by a pair of multi-functions ( F , G). 
We recall that F is upper semicontinuous at z if, Qc > 0, 36 > 0 s. t. IJy -zll < 6 implies that F(y) c F ( z ) + EB.
Before stating some equivalent forms to the weak invariance of the system ( ( F , G), S), a result that generalizes the one for conventional control problems to the impulsive context, we will introduce the following assumption. Theorem 3.1: Suppose that the condition (8) holds. Then,
For each 5 E 3, there exist (vo, U) E 9, Proof. The proof of this result follows the structure of the corresponding result for conventional systems in [12]. In this reference, it is shown that (9) is implied by (11) which, in turn, is implied by (12) Furthermore, it is proved that (10) is equivalent to
'See 1121 fora definition ofthe Bouligandfangenrcone to S atx, TF(x).
Therefore, in order to complete the proof, we only need to show that (9) implies (IO) and that (13) implies (12).
Observe that T!(5) = 3 x T g ( z ) and, as a consequence can be done as in Proposition 3.1 and, therefore the system ((F, G), S) is weakly invariant. Now, we show that (13) * (12) or, after the remark earlier in this proof, its lower dimensional equivalent (14). First, notice that (IO) is equivalent to (13). So, by Proposition 3.1, we can conclude that the claim (13) holds also to the attainable set for the absolutely continuous case
Y(s) E F(y(s))@s) + G(y(s))i.Js).
This allows us to adapt the proof of the similar result for the conventional control problem in 1121. Suppose that (13) holds for the absolutely continuous version of the attainable set, which we denote here by dY(z0,t). Then, Vn E N, 36, E (0, l/n) with d y ( s 0 , 6 , ) n S # 0. Therefore, Vn,
Here, (On, T,,) are graph completion of the measures pn E C'([O,m); K). The functions yn have the same Lipschitz constant K, so that l l~~~(~;~-~~~ 2 K, ~n .
Thus, by taking a subsequence no relabelling), there exists Here, {tt}iEN, the sequence of atoms of the measure control, is such that either
Items (i) and (it) above mean that the trajectory reaches the boundary of S in a region where the non-singular vector field "points outwards S". At this moment the singular field is active pushing the trajectory inside S and yielding a discontinuity in the trajectory. The curves in xt,, that connect the discontinuity points of the trajectory, are given by
where 9 is the time reparameterization function defined in Section I. Since q(t,) -q(t;) = 1 (recall that the measure control p is a unitary impulse), we have that
Clh(tJ) = { that is, the system always pushes the trajectory to the lines z1 = -1 or xi = 1 when zl(t;) = -2 or zl(t;) = 2, respectively. Figure 1 shows the non-singular vector field in Example 2. Now, we study the invariance of the system ( ( F , G ) , S ) , w h e r e z = (z1,zz) E ! R~, F (~) = A X , G (~) = Bx, and S = {z : z:+zf 5 9 and 2 2 < 2}, being, for some 
In the first case, the inequality (15) is clearly satisfied. In the second case, take (u0;u1) = (0,l) E P. Then, Thus, we have (15) satisfied for all points in S. Therefore, by Theorem 3.1, the system ( ( F , G ) , S ) is weakly invariant so that for all xo = (xol, xo2) E S we are able to construct a process (z, p ) such that z(0) = 50, z ( t ) E S, Vt 1 0 and 3E E zr with <(s) E S if T is an atom of p.
When (Y = 2 and 0 = 1, the matrix A has complex eigenvalues with positive real part, and so we have an unstable loci. Then, we need to activate the sinmlar field, because, otherwise, the trajectories will leave S. We wish t f ( q ( t , ) ) + [:(q(ti)) = 1. Then (recall that 1 = q(ti) -q(t;)) we choose 2 = 1nh(ti)2+r2(ti)Z) 2 . However, if 0 < 0, a, i.e., a = 2, for which both the conventional and the singular systems are unstable and we cannot construct a process (z, p ) such that (F, G , S) is invariant, for any selection (wg,ul) E 9. 
